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he theme of the tw enty-fifth annual conference of the
M ythopoeic Society was "T he Language of M yth." My
contribution to this topic is an analysis of C. S. Lewis' poem
"T he Birth of L anguage." It is true that Charles H uttar has
written of the poem 's basic im agery and theme in his
discussion of Lew is' linguistic beliefs, "A Life-long Love
Affair with Language: C. S. Lew is' Poetry" (89, 105, 106,
107-08). But, even if I end up in m uch his position, I want
to approach the poem from a different direction and, when
I reach it, discuss it m ore fully in a w ay reflecting my New
Critical training. I believe w hat the poem says contrasts, to
a degree, with Lew is' earlier use of the m yth of M ercury,
but the earlier uses prepare a reader for the later poem , for
its mythic (or parabolic) statement.

T

I should add that m y treatm ent does not exhaust the
poem ; in particular, "T h e Language of M yth" seem s to
reflect — or, at least, to parallel — som e of the ideas about
"original participation" in O w en Barfield's writings,
especially as developed in Saving the A ppearances (1957).
Indeed, it is possible that Lewis is tracing the developm ent
of language as given in Barfield's Poetic D iction: A Study in
M eaning (1928); I find this m ore succinctly sum m arized by
Doris T. M yers than by any passage in Barfield. "[T]he
three stages of lan guage" are (1) "a n initial unity in w hich
the factual reference and the spiritual metaphor are indi
visible" (Lew is' first six quatrains), (2) "a second stage of
non-poetic, abstract analysis" (Lew is' eighth and ninth
stanzas), and (3) "a final restoration of unity through
response to poetic language" (Lew is' last two lines) (98;
Barfield sum s up the first two stages in his 5.1). But the
topic of the influence o f Barfield on Lewis, and Lew is'
reaction against som e of Barfield's ideas, is a difficult one
that this paper does not further attempt. It would lengthen
the paper greatly and does not belong to the Formalist
approach adopted here.

I. Mercury in Astrology
Let m e begin, then, in 1935, w hen Lewis published an
essay, "A M etrical Suggestion" (all rpts. as "T h e A llitera
tive M eter"). H e added to that a poem , "T h e Planets," in
which h e exem plified w hat h e had written of the allitera
tive verse form. H e com m ented on the poem 's topic that
"the characters of the planets, as conceived by m edieval
astrology, seem to m e to have a perm anent value as spiri
tual sym bols" (24). H ere are the lines in "T he Planets"
about Mercury:
N ext beyond h er [the Moon]
M ERCURY m arches; m adcap rover,
Patron of pilf'rers. Pert quicksilver
His gaze begets, goblin m ineral,
M erry m ultitude o f m eeting selves,
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Sam e but sundered. From the sou l's darkness,
W ith w reathed wand, w ords h e m arshals,
Guides and gathers them— gay bellw ether
O f flocking fancies. H is flint has struck
The spark o f speech from spirit's tinder,
Lord of language! He leads forever
The spangle and splendor, sport that m ingles
Sound with senses, in subtle pattern,
W ords in w edlock, and w edding also
O f thing w ith thought.
(Selected 24; Poems 12)
W hat is the perm anent value of this passage as a discussion
of a spiritual symbol? That is a difficult question. Perhaps
one should begin by getting a few minor clarifications out
of the way. First, a reader notices that Lewis is using, as is
appropriate, the Ptolem aic universe. The earth is assumed
to be in the center; around the earth is the sphere of the
M oon; the next sphere beyond the M oon is that of Mercury.
W hy is M ercury a "m adcap rov er"? I m ay be wrong,
b ut I believe this is a com bination of the speed the planet
M ercury has, and the com plicated diagram s the medieval
experts had to m ake of its movem ents in the assum ption
it was circling the earth.
W hy is he "P atron of pilf[e]rers"? This seem s to be an
alm ost purely m ythological touch. In the longer Homeric
Hymn about H erm es — the Greek nam e for M ercu ry— he
steals the cattle of Apollo before the end of the day on
w hich he was b om , thus gaining his reputation.
W hy does his gaze beget quicksilver? I assume his "gaze"
in this case refers to the astrological influence of Mercury the
planet in producing mercury the mineral on earth. W hen C.
S. Lewis discussed the planet M ercury and its influences in
his book on the medieval worldview, The Discarded Image,
he notes, sim ply, "M ercury produces quicksilver" (107).
And he goes on w ith other influences, ending:
It is difficult to see the unity in all these characteristics.
. . . But it is better just to take some real mercury in a
saucer and play with it for a few minutes. That is what
'Mercurial' means. (108)
This is what the poem tries to capture in its description of the
"goblin mineral" which divides and rejoins, with its "M erry
multitude of meeting selves, / Sam e but sundered."
But the poem 's m ain em phasis is on M ercury as the gen
erator of words — nine lines are given to this out of the
fourteen in the passage. The first image is of the god Mercury
as a guide for the dead: here he guides words "From the soul's
darkness," possibly meaning the unconscious, presumably
into light, into consciousness. The second image, a pastoral
one, makes Mercury into the bellwether for a flock of fancies,
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of ideas or daydream s put into words it presum ably
means. The third image is an old-fashioned one of lighting
a fire: Mercury's "flint has struck / The spark of speech."
But there seems to be an error at this point in the poem, for
the poem says that the spark was struck "from spirit's
tinder." Actually, flint and steel are struck together to
create a spark that — if things go well — sets fire to the
tinder. The spark is not struck from the tinder by the flint.
It is possible that Lewis m eant to write fo r, not from , but
this is not certain; it would clearly change the meaning.
(Although the editions are not listed at the end of this
essay, the poem as originally published in 1935 and as
reprinted in Rehabilitations in 1939 read from .)
The last part of this passage shifts in its images quickly,
no doubt deliberately so, in order to capture something of
the nature of quicksilver. The exclamation "Lord of lan
guage!" is followed by the im age of leading, as is appropri
ate for a lord; but this one leads "the spangle and splendor."
This could b e a reference to ornate clothing of nobles, but
the reference is im mediately followed by the appositive
"sport"— the procession seems to have become some sort
of game. Two lines later the image — twice — is that of
marriage. I do not say these images cannot be reconciled to
a degree— there are processions in marriages, at the first of
some sporting events and of circuses, and of nobles on
ceremonial occasions. But the effect surely is meant to be
one of the shifting of im ages, not continuity. Underlying
these shifts is the discussion of languages, of words; words
are what have "The spangle and splendor," words are the
sport that combines "Sound with senses," and words are
what wed "thing with thought."
In Lewis' discussion of Mercury in The Discarded Image,
he ties the astrological sign m ainly to wealth and words:
[1] Dante gives [Mercury's] sphere [in II Paradiso] to
beneficent men of action. [2] Isidore, on the other
hand, says this planet. . . is the patron of profit— [3]
Gower says that the man bom under Mercury will be
'studious' and 'in writings curious',
bot yit with soundel besinesse
his hert is set upon richesse___
[4] The Wife of Bath associates [Mercury] especially
with clerks [that is, clerics— educated men]___ [5] In
Martianus Capella's De Nuptiis [Mercury] is the bride
groom of Philologia— who is learning or even litera
ture rather than what we call 'philology'. [6] And I am
pretty sure that 'the Words of Mercury' contrasted
with 'the songs of Apollo' at the end of Love's Labor's
Lost are 'picked', or rhetorical[,] prose. (107-08)
I am not interested yet in Lewis' attempt to find a common
characteristic, but it should be noted that, of the six exam
ples, only one associates Mercury with action, only one
and a half associate him with riches, and four and a half
associate him w ith w ords or learning.
This em phasis on languages prepares for Lewis' next
literary use of M ercury. This is in the fifteenth chapter of
That Hideous Strength, "T he Descent of the G ods." This
novel was published in Britain in 1945, ten years after the
poem. A s is w ell known, in this book and its predecessors
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in the Ransom Trilogy, Lewis com bines m uch of the m e
dieval worldview with Copem ican astronomy. Thus the
planet Mercury is given an Intelligence (The Discarded
Image 115-16), or, as the being is called in the Ransom
Trilogy, an Oyarsa. In this episode, the Intelligence of
M ercury descends to the earth. In this paper I am con
cerned only with the effect of his com ing on the people in
one house. First, on those in the kitchen; they are drinking
tea and talking quietly.
Now of a sudden they all began talking loudly at once,
each, not contentiously but delightedly, interrupting the
other. A stranger coming into the kitchen would have
thought they were drunk, not soddenly but gaily drunk:
would have seen heads bent close together, eyes danc
ing, an excited wealth of gesture. What they said, none
of the party could ever after remember. [One] main
tained that they had been chiefly engaged in making
puns. [Another] denied that he had ever, even that night,
made a pun, but all agreed that they had been extraor
dinarily witty. If not plays upon words, yet certainly
plays upon thoughts, paradoxes, fancies, anecdotes,
theories laughingly advanced yet (on consideration)
well worth taking seriously, had flowed from them and
over them with dazzling prodigality. (380)
I have suppressed the nam es of two characters mentioned
in the original of this passage, for I do not want to get
involved in the details of the novel. But certainly the
linguistic effect of M ercury on the mortals is apparent.
Lewis' piling up of a series of terms — "plays on thoughts,
paradoxes, fancies, anecdotes, theories"— shows the lin
guistic overplus which any one of the five terms would not
have been able to convey. Lewis also uses his hypothetical
stranger, earlier in the passage, to allow the reader to
observe objectively for a mom ent the M ercurial change.
Later than in the passage quoted here, "a gay intellectual
duel" between two characters is com pared, in a sim ile, to
"birds or aeroplanes in com bat"; a metaphor occurs in a
reference to "sky-rockets of m etaphor and allusion" (38081). Both of these im ages carry the im pression of h eig h t—
intellectual and linguistic height — in this event.
The experience of the two m ortals upstairs, w here the
Intelligence appears, is rather different — b ut related.
A rod of coloured light, whose colour no man can
name or picture, darted between them: no more to see
than that, but seeing was the last part of their experi
ence. Quick agitation seized them: a kind of boiling
and bubbling in mind and heart which shook their
bodies also. It went to a rhythm of such fierce speed
that they feared their sanity must be shaken into a
thousand fragments. And then it seemed that this had
actually happened. But it did not matter: for all the
fragments— needle-pointed desires, brisk merriment,
lyiuc-eyed thoughts—went rolling to and fro like glit
tering drops and reunited themselves. (381)
The "rod of coloured light" is presumably meant to be mys
terious; perhaps it represents the caduceus that Mercury
carries as a messenger of the gods. The "fierce speed" of
Mercury reflects the planet's speed — thirty miles a second
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— and the god's quickness as the messenger of Olympus.
The image of "the fragments . . . [that] went rolling to and
fro like glittering drops and reunited themselves" is not
just a psychological image, but one of drops of mercury,
the "M erry multitude of meeting selves, / Same but sun
dered," perhaps being played with in a saucer.
The description continues:
It was well that both men had some knowledge of
poetry. The doubling, splitting, and recombining of
thoughts which now went on in them would have
been unendurable for one whom that art had not
already instructed in the counterpoint of the mind, the
mastery of doubled and trebled vision. (381)
This passage d eserves fuller study than it can receive here.
Lewis seem s to be claim ing a certain type of psychological
health as a result of studying poetry, based on the "dou
bled [or] trebled v ison " of the poem . In w hat sense can
poetry convey this? Perhaps Lewis is referring to the sim i
les and metaphors in poetry as providing a separate level
from the literal level of the narrative action or the other
surface m eaning. But that w ould provide only a doubleleveled poem , not a triple-leveled one. Therefore, it is
probable that he is thinking o f sym bolic or allegorical
poem s, in which a passage m ay suggests several different
m eanings. T rad itionally, an alleg orical poem is inter
preted at three levels beyond the literal— the allegorical,
tropological, and anagogical levels. D orothy L. Sayers, in
her notes to her translations of D ante's Inferno and Purgatorio, has pointed out occasional passages where these
three levels of m eaning seem to co-inhere. Indeed, a few
critics have suggested passages in Spenser's The Faerie
Queene w hich seem to w ork at four levels beyond the
literal. Since Lewis enjoyed b oth La Divina Com media and
The Faerie Queene, this seem s to be the likeliest explanation
of "th e m astery of doubled and trebled v ision" which
poetry teaches. In the novel, then, this ability of seeing
m ore than one thing in a poem prepares one to survive a
"counterpoint of the m ind " in which thoughts — and
presum ably the words that express thoughts — are "do u
bling, splitting, and recom bining."
The final part of this passage refers to the one of the two
characters in that room w ho h ad been a philologist:
For [this character], whose study had been for many
years in the realm of words, it was heavenly pleasure.
He found himself sitting within the very heart of
language, in the white-hot furnace of essential speech.
All fact was broken, splashed into cataracts, caught,
turned inside out, kneaded, slain, and reborn as
meaning. For the Lord of Meaning himself, the herald,
the messenger, the slayer of Argus, was with them:
the angel that spins nearest the sun, Viritrilbia, whom
men call Mercury and Thoth. (381-82)
Viritrilbia is Lew is' invented nam e for this Intelligence,
but the Rom an and Egyptian nam es of the deity identify
this "a n g el" or angelic being clearly enough.
Som e of the language of this passage is interesting,
particularly w here " f a c t . . . [is] slain, and reborn as m ean
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in g." N o doubt for L ewis this is one instance of the death
and rebirth that is basic to understanding the universe; b ut
also, through its m etaphor, if that is w hat it is, it says that
facts are never enough. In m y non-m etaphoric way, I
would say that the facts have to be interpreted, to have
meaning. (Som etim es more than one interpretation is pos
sible, which confuses the issue.) H ow ever, Lewis hints at
an archetypal pattern: facts, like plants in autum n, like
Jesus in C hristian belief, m ust die in order to b e reborn.
The resurrection bodies of plants are their springtim e
flowers; of facts, their m eanings. (In "T h e Birth of Lan
guage," Lewis w rites of linguistic conditions under w hich
"Fact shrinks to truth." W hen this passage is discussed
below , a very different interpretation o f it shall be offered
than has been given here— although Lewis m ay have
meant the sam e thing b y the tw o passages. Retrospec
tively, the reader m ay w ant to reconsider this statem ent
about fact and m eaning.)
M ore generally, this final passage from That Hideous
Strength shows the effect of M ercury on a philologist. H e
is "w ithin the very heart of language." The im age of "the
white-hot furnace of essential speech " m ay rem ind a
reader that the planet M ercury is close to the Sun. (Cer
tainly Lewis is going to develop the im agery o f fire in his
poem "T he Birth of Language," in which the nearness of
the Sun and M ercury is basic.) The series o f verbs about
fact — in which it is "b rok en ," "sp lashed ," "cau ght,"
"tu rned ," "kn eaded," "slain ," and "reb o rn " — is another
sequence deliberately m ade lengthy to give the effect of
the overw helm ing nature of M ercury's linguistic influ
ence. The sam e effect is produced b y the nouns w hich
follow: "th e lord ," "th e herald ," "th e m essenger," "th e
slayer," "th e angel," "V iritrilbia," "M ercu ry," "T h o th ." It
is as if one term, one title, one nam e, w ere n o t enough for
this linguistic being. And a general consideration is also
true: Lew is' artistic decision to end this description of
M ercury's descent into this w orld with his philological
effect m akes the sam e point as does his decision to spend
nine out of the fourteen M ercurial lines in "T h e Planets"
on language: that is, for Lewis at least, M ercury is prim ar
ily a linguistic phenom enon. This also prepares for "T h e
Birth o f Language."
But, before I turn to that poem , I need to return to a
question I raised earlier but did n ot answer. W hat is M er
cury's "perm anent value as [a] spiritual sym bo l"? Of
course, this depends on w hat one m eans by spiritual. If that
word is used to m ean intellectual or is used even m ore
generally as psychological, then this is a question of w hat
M ercurial m eans as applied to hum an beings. If spiritual is
taken in a supernatural sense, then the question is w hat
aspects of God, M ercury sym bolizes. B oth possibilities can
be answered w ith the sam e w ords, but the reference is far
different. In The D iscarded Im age, L ew is cites the six
authorities quoted above and then com m ents, as also has
been quoted, "It is difficult to see the unity in all these
characteristics." But he goes on, "'Sk illed eagerness' or
'bright alacrity' is the b est I can d o " (108). A re there hu
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mans who seem ed usually to be filled with "skilled eager
ness," who do not — or at least do not often — lose their
enthusiasm for their profession, work, or for life itself? I
have known some in college teaching, both extraverts who
are moved by their contact with students and introverts
who are in love with the m atter they teach. And I feel
certain the sam e sort of "skilled eagerness" occurs in other
professions. Next, can God be said to have "skilled eager
ness" or "bright alacrity"? The skill almost goes with the
definition of God, in the Judeo-Christian tradition, since
He is the creator and sustainer of the universe. But I doubt
that m ost Jews and m ost Christians have an image of God
as eager or quick. The common im age is more of perva
siveness than speed. Perhaps if G od's sustaining of the
universe involved His spinning each electron and carrying
each graviton and photon to its destination, the "alacrity"
would be part of His image. One twentieth-century at
tempt along these lines is Charles W illiams' depiction of
the Fool on his board of Tarot figures in The Greater Trumps.
But this is not, I believe, the popular image of God.
Before I leave this discussion of the Mercurial person
ality, particularly as it applies to human beings, I want to
add something. I say this with hesitation, for 1 may be
wrong; and I offer to it to lexicographers to accept or refute,
if they find it worth noting. But I believe that the occasional
description of a person as "M ercurial" in current conver
sation and writing does not mean "skilled eagerness" at
all. I think M ercurial today means that the person is som e
times effervescent or "h yper," as we say, and sometimes
depressed; the person is unpredictable. The type of per
sonality we call Mercurial tends to be either up or down,
and not in between. I think this change of meaning is due
to the fact that our experience today of mercury is largely
in therm ometers, and most of us only look at them to check
whether the column is going up or down. As I say, I may
be wrong; but if I am right, this is another instance of a
change in the meaning of a word that a reader of older
literature must keep in mind. The god Mercury, besides
being skilled, does not spend much of his time depressed.
I have treated M ercury's "perm anent value as [a] spiri
tual sym bol" in terms of Lewis' "bright alacrity," but
Lewis' own examples in "T he Planets" and That Hideous
Strength allow a second suggestion: a person under the
influence either of Mercury or of God-as-partially-symbolized-by-Mercury can be seen as in love with language.
And this leads to the poem "The Birth of Language."

II. Mercury in a New Myth
A shift from the Ptolem aic universe of "T he Planets" to
the Copem ican universe of That Hideous Strength was
noted above. Lewis in w riting "T he Birth of Language" —
published the year after the novel — continues using the
m odem view of the solar system— the Copem ican
view— for his ow n purposes (Poems 10-11). The first quat
rain reads,
How near his sire's careering fires
M ust M ercury the planet run;

m
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W hat wave of heat m ust lave and beat
That shining suburb of the S u n .. . .
W hen Lewis calls the Sun the "sire" of Mercury, he no
doubt is thinking in terms of what is now an outdated
theory that the planets were spun out of the Sun; but
poetry does not depend on being up to date. The theory
was once widely accepted, and that is enough to defend
Lewis' use of it. (Perhaps it should be noted that astron
omy here takes precedence over m ythology: in G reek and
Roman myth, Mercury was the son of Jupiter, not o f Sol.)
In the first two lines, besides the paternal image, a
metaphor of a race track is used. Career originally m eant a
racing course; here the Sun is the center of the track around
which the planets race, and run is used of M ercury's
movement. Careering, written as if it modifies the fires of
the sun, technically is a transferred epithet, like Emily
Dickinson's "gazing grain" in "Because I could not stop for
D eath." The third line, rather paradoxically, uses a water
image for the Sun's fires in wave and lave. And of course
an urban im age appears in the use of suburb in the fourth
line. This heavily m etaphoric style is appropriate for an
opening of a poem about language. It captures one type of
"doubled . .. vision" that poetry offers.
Before leaving this first quatrain, one should note the
verse form and rhyme scheme. The poem is in iambic
tetrameter lines, and the second and fourth lines of each
stanza rhyme. What is am azing is that in the first and third
lines the stressed syllables rhyme in an alternating pattern.
Thus, in the first line, the rhymes are near, sire's, -reer-, and
fires. Using small x's for unaccented syllables and large X's
for unrhymed, stressed syllables, the pattern is this:
xAxBxAxB
xXxXxXxC
xDxExDxE
xXxXxXxC.
There are, of course, som e variations to this absolute pat
tern. For example, the third line of the ninth stanza starts
with a reversal of accent (a trochee for the iam b), and the
rhyme shifts with the accent: "Lucid and small for use in
all." Twice one of the internal rhymes picks up the first
letter of the following syllable in order to make its rhyme.
The third line of the seventh stanza shifts a b: "Far, fa r
below, the arbours glow." The third line of the tenth stanza
shifts a t: "Y et if true verse but lift the curse” (the latter,
Huttar 89). This cleverness in rhyme, and in m aking sense
within the com plicated rhym e pattern, is appropriate for
a poem about lively language.
One other m atter m ay be tied to this discussion of the
verse form. Owen Barfield, who w as sent an early version
of this poem by Lewis, has written that the original poem
was arranged not in tetram eters b ut in octam eters:
H ow near his sire's careerin g fires m u st M ercury
the planet run;
W hat w av e of h eat m u st lav e and b eat that
shining suburb of the Sun___
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Barfield believes that "the torrential rush of [the poem 's]
richness," which is "a p p rop ria te. . . to M ercury as the most
mobile of the planets," is lost in the chopping of the lines in
two (Huttar 108). Certainly it is true that, out of the twenty
lines occupying the first and third positions in the stanzas,
only five have any punctuation at their end: one parenthe
sis closed, one sem icolon, and three com mas. The general
effect should b e that of unstopped long lines. But Barfield
is probably right that m ost readers w ill give a sm all pause
at the end of the tetram eter lines, and thus the rhythm will
not be the same. At any rate, an individual reader, knowing
Barfield's caveat, can choose how to read the poem.
O verall, the relationship betw een the form and content
has been suggested by these remarks. Thus it is appropri
ate to turn back to the content. The first three quatrains are
one sentence, so let m e quote the first stanza again:
H ow near his sire's careering fires
M ust M ercury the p lanet run;
W hat wave o f h eat m u st lave and beat
That shining suburb of the Sun
W hose burning flings supernal things
Like spindrift from his storm y crow n;
H e throws and shakes in rosy flakes
Intelligible virtues down,
And landing there, the candent air
A transform ation o n them brings,
M akes each a god of speech w ith rod
Enw reathed and sandals fledged w ith w ings.
The general sense o f this passage is clear: the Sun flings off
fiery flakes that land on the surface of M ercury, w here
these flakes individually take the form of the god Mercury.
This of course is a m ythic statem ent, not a scientific one.
Lewis m ay b e using the C opem ican solar system , b ut he
is n ot using verifiable phenom ena.
The "rosy flakes" that the Sim flings off are given two
terms b y Lewis: first, "supernal th ings," and second, "In 
telligible virtues." Supernal has several possible meanings:
"from the sk y ," as these beings com e from the Sun; "h igh
in rank " or "lo fty ," as these b eings — at least by origin —
are Sun b o m ; and "d ivin e," as they certainly are at least
mythic. A reader need not decide betw een these m eanings,
for they all reinforce the im portance of the "th in gs." Vir
tues likewise has several m eanings. O ne of them, obvi
ously, refers to types o f m oral goodness; this is significant
later in the poem , w hen these M ercuries receive their
"proper nam es." A nother use o f virtues is as the nam e of
an order of angels. Since the Bible som etim es refers to
angels as "g o d s" (e.g., Psalm s 8:5), there is n ot a necessary
conflict betw een the im age of these beings as M ercuries
and this suggestion of them as angels. The angelic nam e
also carries a suggestion of these b eing s' supernatural
qualities. W hy does Lew is use the adjective intelligible with
the virtues? Perhaps he has in m ind the philosophical
m eaning of that which is understandable b y the intellect
alone. Since angels are often understood to be beings of
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pure reason, not physical, this m eaning o f intelligible
would reinforce that. These "rosy flakes" that the Sun
throws off are thus m uch like ideas or concepts. Presum 
ably they becom e less purely so as they take shape on
M ercury, but this is the first step in a process and the whole
sequence is w hat is im portant. Besides, angels, even in the
tradition of their being non-physical, can take the form of
hum an beings or w inged m en w ithout altering their n a
ture, so the later steps are the im portant ones.
It should be kept in m ind that the "ro sy flakes" are at
the literal level of Lew is' account; "su p ern al" and "intelli
gible virtues" are, at the literal level, m etaphors. O f course,
they are not mere metaphors. They suggest the second level
of the "doubled . . . v ision" o f the poem .
Lewis reinforces the im age o f the Su n tossing o ff these
"rosy flakes" with a sea-storm sim ile. The "supernal
things" are flung "Like spindrift from [the Sun's] storm y
crow n," the crow n b eing the top of a w ave. W hat Lewis
probably has in m ind is the pictures of flam es exploding
off the surface o f the Sim. H is im age o f the storm y sea is a
fam iliar one for m ost of his English readers and, despite
the substitution of water for fire, probably an effective one.
(The "cro w n " also carries a regal suggestion that will
reinforce the interpretative readings offered later.)
Lewis says that "th e candent air" of M ercury works the
transform ation of the Su n's offcastings into the godlike
forms. Candent is not ju st a variant form of incandescent-,
in stead, candent m eans "glow ing w ith h eat" or "w h iteh o t." O ne rem em bers that the philologist in That Hideous
Strength sat "in the white-hot furnace of essential speech"
when in the presence o f M ercury. A nd thus the bits o f the
Sun are turned into "god[s] of speech w ith " caducei and
w inged sandals. The caduceus is a h erald's w and; the
wings sim ply suggest the speed of the herald and M er
cury's ability to fly through the air. These gods' "E n 
w reathed" rods m ean that tw o snakes, as are som etim es
the case with M ercury's caduceus, are w ound around each
in an in twined way. Lewis does nothing later w ith these
snakes, so I suppose the detail is mentioned sim ply as part
of the identifying description.
The n ext two stanzas are also one sentence:
D ue w est (the S u n's behest so runs)
They seek the w ood w here flam es are trees;
In crim son shade their lim bs are laid
[Beside] the pure quicksilver seas,
W here thick with notes of liquid throats
The forest melody leaps and runs
Till night lets robe the lightless globe
W ith darkness and w ith distant suns.
(Beside is used for the Besides of Poems 10 on the basis o f the
correction in Huttar 108.) Again, the literal level is clear here:
the Mercury-like figures journey west to a forest beside a sea,
where they rest beneath trees while birds sing; then night
comes, as that portion of the planet revolves away from the
Sun, and the stars are seen. Mercury actually rotates on its
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axis over a period of approximately fifty-nine days, so
these beings m ay have rested beneath the trees for a
goodly while — except that one doubts that Lewis was
thinking about Mercurian facts when he invented this.
The detail w hich m ost needs explanation here is why
these gods journey west, w hy the Sun commands it. Liter
ally, it can be defended on the basis — from the action in
the poem — that the godlings need a day's rest after their
transformation before they fly off into space. Thus if they
journey west, away from a rising sun, they will have more
time beneath the trees before the night comes. The direc
tion m ay also have some symbolic significance, if one
ignores the turning of the planet. Traditionally, the east
has stood for birth (the sunrise), the journey toward the
west has stood for growing older (the day), the west itself
has stood for old age and the moment of death (the sunset),
and the area beyond that — on the other side of the globe,
so to speak— has stood for death (night). Thus these gods
of speech m ay have matured — or at least grown older —
in their journey toward the west. Perhaps they are like
W ordworth's child who journeys west from its place of
birth in the "O de: Intim ations of Im mortality." But I may
be missing the point here, for Lewis certainly does not put
much emphasis on their journey, let alone its difficulties:
rather, he emphasizes their resting beneath the trees after
the journey westward. Perhaps gods do not need to ma
ture. Further, although it is not stated in the poem, since
they had wings on their sandals, they may have flown west
— which again would reduce the trip to providing sim ply
a longer period of rest before the night comes. Perhaps
they are like butterflies emerged from their chrysalides,
resting (and, in the case of the butterflies, letting their
wings harden) before flying through space.
So far I have discussed this journey westward and the
resting beneath the trees both at the literal level and at a
symbolic level about maturity. But there is another sym
bolic — or, more precisely, a Biblical— level to the passage.
W hen these godlike beings come into existence— their
souls, so to speak, from the Sun and their physical nature
from Mercury — they go into a wooded area, an arbor,
suggestive of the Garden of Eden with its trees; there they
rest, as Adam and Eve had no hard labor in the Garden;
later, in subsequent quatrains, they will eat o f the trees —
as Adam and Eve ate of one tree; thereafter they will leave
the woods, as Adam and Eve were driven out o f the Gar
den; the last mention of the woods will contain fire imagery,
as Adam and Eve w ere kept from returning to the Garden
by cherubim with a flashing sword; the Mercurial figures
lose much of their fiery nature in their journey outward,
somewhat as Adam and Eve lost their purity before that
expulsion. A displaced element from the Biblical account is
Adam's nam ing of the beasts; here the names of the godlings themselves come from their eating of the trees.
But why, a reader m ay object, do the godlike beings
journey westward? — after all, the Bible says that the
Garden is in the east. This may be a Dantean variant: in the
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Inferno, Ulysses tells how he and his m en sailed west from
Europe (out the m outh of the M editerrean)— if strongly
southwest thereafter — and nearly reached M ount Purga
tory. In the Purgatorio, Dante discovers the Garden of Eden
on top of Mount Purgatory — a place only reached by
perfected souls. I do not know that Lewis had Dante in mind,
but I would suggest that this Mercurial arbor seems unfallen
and Lewis is writing about an inevitable leaving of the
Garden. The Biblical account gives the imagery but not the
meaning to this poem. Thus, the decline of the Mercuries
which follows as they fly to Earth may be more Platonic than
Biblical — at least, a semi-Platonic reading will be offered
near the end of this paper. I am not certain to what degree
these Garden of Eden parallels help the poem, in so far as it
is about language; but certainly they suggest the same sensi
bility in Lewis that led to his writing o f Perelandra, with its
inverted retelling o f the Eve and Adam story.
W hatever a reader decides about the westward journey
and the resting beneath the trees, the M ercurian descrip
tion is fun. Obviously the planet M ercury receives much
heat from the Sun; the current belief is that, at the time a
surface is facing the Sun, it has a tem perature of around
800$ F. Lewis invents trees of flame w ith "crim son shade"
beneath them. "[T]he pure quicksilver seas" reflect the
mineral associated by nam e with the planet, although in
fact mercury is vaporized at 674$ F., so no seas of quicksil
ver could actually exist on the planet. The birds are not
mentioned by name, but "liquid throats" is a synecdoche
for them. In an animal metaphor, their "m elod y leaps and
runs," w ith a pun on the musical m eaning of run as a rapid
succession of tones. The com ing of night involves personi
fications of night and globe: the "n ight lets" "th e lightless
globe" "rob e" itself "W ith darkness." Actually, the planet
has rotated so that the godlings are now on the dark side.
Then, looking away from the Sim , they see "distant suns"
— that is, the stars. Since they soon start off on a journey
to the Earth, they presum ably see the planets also. Because
both the planets and the stars look much alike at a distance,
probably Lewis' suns is a metonym y for both the stars and
what used to be called "the w andering stars."
The next two stanzas m ay be considered together since
they continue, to a degree, the description of the Mercu
rian woods.
Awake they spring and shake a wing;
And on the trees whose trunks are flam es
They find like fruit (with rind and root
And fronds o f fire) their proper names.
They taste. They bu m with haste. They chum
With upright plumes the sky's abyss;
Far, far below, the arbours glow
W here once they felt M ercurial bliss.
Before the content, the sentence structure m ay be consid
ered. The first five quatrains were two sentences, as has
been noted. But none of the last five quatrains carries over
from one stanza to the next. The sixth stanza (above) is one
sentence, and the seventh (also above) is three sentences.
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The eighth and the n inth stanzas consist o f three and two
sentences respectively. W hat has happened is that the
godlings are becom ing active; and, as they do, the sen
tences becom e shorter. Thus the form and the content
reflect each other in this w ay, as w ell as in the ways
discussed previously.
I think the m atter that bothers m e the m ost in these two
quatrains is the wings. T he gods "shak e a w in g," and later
"they ch u m / W ith upright plu m es." The only w ings that
have been m entioned up to this point are those on the
sandals. M ercury often has sm all wings on his traveler's
hat and/or on his sandals, and occasionally on his staff;
b ut he does no t have angelic wings. Perhaps all Lewis
means in these tw o references is the wings on the sandals,
b ut in isolation a reader w ould never picture the "upright
p lu m es" as sm all, sand al-bom e w ings. Since the passages
are no t in isolation, perhaps they w ill get by w ithout Lewis
being guilty of inconsistent im agery; b u t I find them both
ersome. (That Lewis earlier called these gods "v irtu es," an
angelic order, only com plicates the issue— although I shall
return to it near the end o f this paper.)
Again, the basic action can be sum m arized easily. The
gods get up from their rest, pick fruit (technically a sim ile),
taste, and then fly off into space — headed, as the next
quatrain w ill say, for Earth. I say that they pick fruit
because I believe Lew is is shifting m om entarily from the
literal to the figurative. W hat he says is that these gods find
on the fiery trees their nam es, which are on the trees "like
fruit." But then he says, "T hey taste" these nam es — or is
it fruit that they taste? A t the literal level, I do not believe
one can taste nam es. (I assum e that proper in "proper
n am es" m eans appropriate— that is, each nam e is suited to
the individual character o f its godling.)
The sentence in the sixth stanza has another prob
lem— that is the parenthetical prepositional phrase, "with
rind and root / And fronds of fire "— and it complicates what
I have just written about the literal and figurative levels. This
phrase immediately follows the word fruit, and certainly
seems to modify it. I can think of no fruit that grows on a tree
which has a hard outer coating ("rind"), that has leaves by
itself ("fronds" used in a general sense), and that has a "root."
Certainly leaves are the one of these three that fruit on a tree
come closest to having, for often, when one picks an apple
(for instance), leaves com e with its stem. But, even allowing
for that, this seems to be a description of a fruit growing by
itself from the ground — a watermelon, for example, with its
rind and its plant roots. In this case, since the fruit cannot be
growing on a tree, then the literal sense, despite what was
said above, must be that the gods found, picked, and ate their
names: "They find . . . their proper nam es" "o n the trees,"
their nam es being "like fruit" that grows "w ith rind and root
/ And fronds"; "They taste." This makes grammatical sense
but not as much com mon sense. Further, possibly Lewis is
thinking of word roots, in a pirn, as h e writes of these fruits
that are names. (This passage is like som e of the tangles of
levels of meaning in Piers Plowman.)
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Fire im agery runs throughout this passage. The trees
have "trunks of flam e"; the gods, having eaten their
fruitlike nam es, "b u m w ith h aste"; as they fly off into
space, they leave behind the "glow [ing]" arbors. If one
wants to argue that these im itation M ercuries are angel
like because of their bothersom e wings, then perhaps they
are seraphim ("the burning on es")— not virtues after
all— because of their association w ith fire.
Lewis likes fire im agery, o f course, for its suggestive
ness of different so rts— one thinks o f the sun 's fire-berries
brought to renew a star in chapter fourteen o f The Voyage
o f the "Daum Treader" and the b rief v ision of Bism , a land
far below the surface of a world, in chapter fourteen of The
Silver Chair. In "T h e Birth of Language," the association of
the Sun and the planet M ercury has set up these fiery
fancies. Since flam es can stand for the spiritual, such as
with the tongues o f flam es that appeared above the A pos
tles' heads on the day of Pentecost, all of this fiery im agery
is appropriate for a poem about language b eing given by
God, as w ill becom e clearer below .
One final com ment on the seventh stanza. W hen the gods
"ch u m / W ith upright plumes the sky's abyss," there is a
scientific problem. Obviously in the vacuum between plan
ets, there is nothing for those plumes to work against. If
Mercury has an atm osphere— I believe the current scientific
view is that it has a thin one of hydrogen and helium from
the solar wind— then the gods had better get a good start with
their wings, for they are going to drift with inertia the rest of
the way. I am being too literalistic, of course. The wings on
Mercury's sandals are symbolic of his speed; as a god, he does
not need them to fly. But Lewis' "chum [ing] / W ith upright
plumes" suggests he im agined these gods flying through
some non-existent medieval aether.
The n ext tw o quatrains — whose num ber o f sentences
have already been given — m ay be considered next, along
with the first tw o lines of the last quatrain:
They [the gods] ache and freeze through vacant seas
O f night. Their nim bleness and youth
Turns [szc] lean and frore; their m eaning more,
Their being less. Fact shrinks to truth.
They reach this Earth. There each h as birth
M iraculous, a w ord m ade breath,
Lucid and sm all for u se in all
M an's daily needs; but dry like death.
So dim below these sym bols show,
Bony and abstract everyone.
A t this point, the poem tends to turn to the secondary level
that I have been downplaying. A t the literal level, the gods
journey through cold space to Earth; som ehow , upon
reaching Earth, they turn into w ords, into speech. Since
they had M ercury's form, and since w e h ave already seen
in "T he Planets" and That Hideous Strength that Lewis
em phasizes the linguistic aspects of M ercury, this is ap
propriate — if som ehow surprising. In "T h e P lanets" and
That Hideous Strength, M ercury was the inspirer of speech,
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the controller and stimulator of words; but he did not turn
into words.
Perhaps the difference between this poem and the first
two works lies in the closeness of the focus, to use a
photographic metaphor. In "The Planets" the poem dis
cusses Mercury close up. It tells what he does, but it does
not trace any journey from Mercury to Earth. In That
Hideous Strength, Mercury as an Intelligence of a planet
descends on Earth; but it is Mercury himself who de
scends, and his influence is shown close up. Again, the
effect is immediate. But in "T he Birth of Language," Mer
cury the planet keeps its astronomical distance from Earth:
what travels to Earth is not the god, or the Intelligence,
himself, but only his likenesses. They are journeying away
from "the white-hot furnace" of language to a colder
world, and they journey through cold space to that goal.
Thus, by the end of the poem, or as near the end as we have
reached, Mercury is far away; it is a distant focus. (In an
unusual word choice, Lewis writes of the likenesses hav
ing their birth "there" on Earth, instead of here; even when
the godlings reach Earth, in other words, a distancing is
retained in the process.)
Let me suggest in a different way what this poem is
about. It is generally known that, in die old astrology, the
planets "rain ed " their influences down upon the Earth. Of
course, that was an easy im age when the Earth was
thought to be the center of the universe and the planets
were up above, circling in the sky above the Earth. Just as
rain fell from the sky upon the Earth, so could less material
aspects of the heavens. W hat Lewis has essentially done,
despite his use of the Copem ican solar system and the
m odem cold space, is write a poem about the astrological
influence of Mercury upon Earth. Mercury, as planet and
god, sends his linguistic influence into the world.
Lewis did not have to suggest that this influence dimin
ished as it came to the Earth. He could have written a poem
in which Mercury (or Mercury's influence) came to Earth
much as he did in That Hideous Strength. But, instead, the
godlings' "nimbleness and youth / Turns lean and frore."
Their "bein g" diminishes. When they become words, the
words are "dry like death." Charles Huttar calls this a
"Platonic notion" (105). One remembers, for example, that
in the dialogues of Plato's middle period he referred to the
Good, the True, the Beautiful as concepts ("Platonic Ideas,"
in popular parlance) that existed as facts in the supernatural
realm, where the souls beheld them; however, when the
souls drank of the River of Forgetfulness and were bom
into this world, they had to gradually recover these con
cepts from the partial aspects of them found here.
By extension, one may say that pure language (in some
sense) exists on Mercury, that the Idea of language is there;
but on earth, "Fact shrinks to truth." Here fa ct refers to the
Idea; truth refers, rather oddly, to the use of language to
recover, as well as we can, the Idea. But it is not actually
what I have called the Idea of language. We remember that
the gods found their "proper nam es" on the trees. I suspect
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the nam es they found were words like Truth, Goodness,
Beauty; perhaps also Honor, Loyalty, Love, Purity, Friend
ship, Service, Sanctification — and m any more. It is these
things that are facts on Mercury, like fruits; they become
truths, to be sought after, on Earth. So also in the poem,
when the gods' "m eaning [becomes] more, / Their being
less," it is the factual existence, the being of these Ideas,
that vanishes between the spiritual realm and here; the
"m eaning [becomes] m ore" in this world because it is
meaning that is expressed by words, a meaning that no
longer can be directly tasted, can no longer be experienced
in its com plete factuality, here.
The words are "dry like death," "Bony and abstract,"
because they are not like fruits to the mouth. W e talk about
moral concepts but we do not, fully, experience them. The
ideas expressed by these words are "Lucid and sm all"
because we are not overwhelm ed with their full glory,
with their rich tang and taste (to use the fruit im age again).
These ideas are necessary in civilized life — "fo r use in all
/ M an's daily needs," says the poem — because civiliza
tion cannot continue to exist without them; civilization is
based on virtuous exchanges betw een its citizens; but
these ideas are not fully recaptured here. ("M an 's daily
needs" may be an echo of The Lord's Prayer, "o u r daily
bread" — shifting from the metonym y to w hat it means —
and, if so, this religious allusion supports the suggestion
that these words — the godlings' nam es — are positive in
nature.)
Another reason I have suggested only positive quali
ties for the Ideas tasted on M ercury is that I do not see that
Lewis suggests, with his fruit image, any negatives. No
doubt fruit can become rotten or som e pieces of fruit can
be unripe and give stomachaches — that is, Ideas like
Hatred, Torture, and Rejection exist—but Lewis does not
mention bad fruit, his picture of the M ercurial landscape
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is positive, and he no doubt w ould argue that all evil is
perversion of good, that such evil has no independent
existence, and that his depiction o f the spiritual realm as
M ercury does not include such evil. A reader of course
m ay argue w ith Lew is' assu m ptions— Dualists would, for
exam ple — b ut sim ply as an interpretation of the poem
this seem s satisfactory: the nam es that the gods get on
M ercury w ould seem to be positive ones.

blood, not the living experience. Lew is, in his other writ
ings, likes to m ake a distinction that he finds in French
betw een tw o types o f knowledge: that by the intellect and
that b y experience — to know about and to know by
participation (e.g., The Four Loves 143, A n Experiment in
Criticism 139). This seem s to b e m uch the distinction h e is
m aking here b etw een the concepts as expressed in w ords
on Earth and the concepts as tasted like fruit on M ercury.

Let me expand on this slightly. I can picture one o f m y
fellow Christians attem pting to read this poem and saying
that, given C hristian theology, Lew is m ust have meant for
some of these godlings to have been fallen. That is, they
were all created perfect — as "v irtu es"— b ut both the
Garden of Eden im agery and the C hristian tradition of
Satan's fall before the creation of m ankind im ply that some
of these angel-like creatures w ould have fallen before they
left M ercury. All I can reply is that the im agery of the poem
does no t support this reading. N o negatives are connected
to the G arden, and all o f the godlings are said to dwindle
in the journey to Earth. I w ill offer a Christian reading at
the end o f this paper, along with a Platonic reading, b ut I
do not believe this particular approach — the one that I
have outlined h e r e — works in term s of the poem . A reader
m ust start w ith w hat the p oem says, no t w ith w hat theol
ogy seem s to say the poem should say.

Then the last tw o lines offer a partial reversal. Huttar
asks and answers, "C an language ever be redeem ed from
its fall, enabled to recollect its original glory? O nly par
tially, as if 'in d r e a m s'. . . , and then only b y poetry, 'true
v erse'" (106). W ordsw orth exclaim s in another Platonic, or
sem i-Platonic, poem :

Before I go through the poem at a Platonic level of
interpetation, let us consider the final quatrain:
So dim below these sym bols show,
Bony and abstract every one.
Yet if true verse b u t lift the curse,
They feel in dream s their native Sun.
The quatrain, perhaps because it is the final one, em pha
sizes the verse form: tw o sentences, each one tw o lines
long; tw o com m as, each one com ing at the m iddle o f a
sentence — that is, com m as at the end of the first and third
lines. (Two of the three com m as in these positions appear
in this last quatrain.) The first line can b e misinterpreted
as a sentence fragm ent if an unw ary reader takes the so in
"so dim " as a beginning o f a so-that construction. Instead,
so possibly is an intensifier: "these sym bols sh ow " very
"d im [ly ]" on earth ("b elo w "). But the intensifier so is
rather colloquial for Lew is' use. Probably h e is using it as
a conjunctive adverb: consequently (or thus) "these sym bols
sh ow " "d im [ly ]" on Earth.
The content is interesting b oth before (in the first two
lines) and after (in the last two) the reversal. (The "fulcrum
point," in John C iard i's critical term inology, m ay be used
instead of reversal.) The words of the previous quatrain are
called symbols, presum ably because they stand for ideas
(or Ideas) but they do no t convey the experience b y them 
selves: that is, the w ord love stands for the concept of
hum an or divine love, b ut it does not convey the experi
ence or practice of love by itself. Thus Lewis, in a m eta
phor, calls these w ords "b o n y " because they can give the
skeleton of the idea, so to speak, b ut not the flesh and

O joy! that in our em bers
Is som ething that d oth live,
That nature still rem em bers
W hat w as so fugitive!
W ordsw orth celebrates the m em ories of a youthful joy,
based on a closeness at birth to G od, that cannot be recap
tured in later life except through m em ory. Lew is cele
brates a type of divine origin of ideas that cannot be
recaptured, cann ot b e experienced, in this life except
through great poetry. Perhaps Lew is is suggesting that
poetry, w ith its tendency tow ard concrete im agery, and
not philosophic argum ent, is the b est w ay to recall the
Ideas experienced elsew here; argum ent w ould seem to be
a "know ing a bout" the Ideas, while p oetry could provide
(at its best) a re-experiencing, a "kn ow in g b y participa
tion," of the taste of the fruit.
A t this point I w ould like to conclude b y restating the
meaning of this poem . First, the literal m eaning. The Sun
tosses out fiery flakes which reach the planet Mercury.
There they take on shapes like that of the god M ercury;
th ey rest for a while, then rouse and eat som e fruitlike
parts of fiery trees, and next fly through space from M er
cury to Earth. H ere they are changed from god-like beings
into words spoken b y mankind. O ccasionally the words
are shaped into sun-like splendor in great poem s.
Second, the Platonic m eaning. T he origin o f the eternal
values is the G odhead, the O ne, sym bolized by the Sim ,
from which they com e into this universe. In this u niverse,
they are reshaped into apprehensible b eing b y a D em i
urge, sym bolized by M ercury, w hich gives them the
nam es, the term s, by w hich these values are to b e known.
By these nam es, these words, they are used b y mankind
— indeed, from these w ords develop w hole languages,
w ith w ords for all purposes. O ccasionally, in the Platonic
dialogues perhaps, or the Rig Veda or the Analects, som e
thing o f the original values is recaptured.
Third, since Lewis was a Christian, as w ell as som ething
of a Platonist, let m e try a C hristian m eaning. I also offer
this because Lewis spoke of the "doubled or trebled vi
sion " o f poetry in That Hideous Strength; this reading is the
third "v ision " of this poem . G od the Father, G od the Sire,
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symbolized by the Sun at the center of the solar system, is
the source of all virtues, which H e sends like angels to God
the Son, the Logos or W ord, symbolized by the planet
Mercury. God the W ord nam es these virtues and sends
them, again like angels, to be b om into this world of
mankind. A t a distance, this com ing to Earth echoes the
com ing of Christ, for each word has "birth / M iraculous."
Another hint of their divine origin is that each becomes "a
word made breath," with its echo of the Biblical "T he
Word was m ade flesh" of John 114 (Jerusalem trans.).
Further, breath, wind, and spirit are the sam e word in
Hebrew (ru'ah), Greek (pneuma[tos]), and Latin (spiritus).
Occasionally, the divine origin of the words is recaptured,
most clearly in works like the Bible and the Divine Comedy.
Now then, am I saying that these latter two meanings
were planned b y Lewis? Certainly there are details in the
poem that supports them. Perhaps he planned them; and,
if so, he was writing a lyric intended to work at several
levels, like Piers Plowman or The Faerie Queene at their
greater lengths. Also if so, "T he Birth of Language" is an
allegory. But I called it a myth in m y title. Lewis writes in
a letter:
My view w[oul]d be that a good myth (i.e.[,] a story
out of which ever varying meanings will grow for
different readers and in different ages) is a higher
thing than an allegory (into which one meaning has
been put.) (Letters 458)
Is "T he Birth of Language" a mythic poem or an allegorical
one, in L ewis' terms? Certainly I do not intend that either
the Platonic meaning or the Christian meaning cancels out
the other. Two m eanings would suggest the poem is
mythic — n Lewis' terms of " one m eaning" for allegory.
But allegories som etim es allow different levels of interpre
tation, as has been said, so the two readings do not prove
in non-Lewisian terms the poem is mythic. Let me suggest
an answer in a different way. There are some details of the
poem that do not have much significance for me — the
journey westward is the obvious example. Although I
discussed it at the point of textual consideration, it does
not figure in m y retellings of the poem as Platonic and
Christian parables. Perhaps that and other details will
become of vital significance to another reader at another
time — as Lewis puts it, to a "different reader . . . in [a]
different a ge." Thus, w hatever Lewis m ay have intended,
however much he m ay have meant to control his meaning
or meanings, I suggest the poem may have a mythic qual
ity. It hints at a larger meaning than is easily put in words,
my words at least — for words, after all, are "dry like
death."
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